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INTRO

Safeone Chain was built out of an urgent need to transform the Safeone Chain was built out of an urgent need to transform the 
entire crypto space into a prosperous future. Especially in the 
wake of global regulations imposed by non-crypto politicians, we 
recognized the necessity to establish a self-regulated infrastruc-
ture to combat issues like rug pulls and scams within the indus-
try. Regrettably, we spent a significant amount of time with little 
to no attention on these problems, despite having ideas to ad-

Investors in early-stage startups today often encounter numer-Investors in early-stage startups today often encounter numer-
ous rug pulls, farming schemes, scams, and overall malicious be-
havior. We aim to significantly reduce these issues and create a 
strong defense against this never-ending fraudulent behavior. 
Given the increasing stringency of regulations from non-crypto 
professionals and politicians, it is even more critical to establish 
a robust counterbalance to on-chain malicious activities. What 
better place to start than with the infrastructure of every crypto 
project, namely the blockchain and protocols we use daily? 

Furthermore, we are building a comprehensive ecosystem with a 
focus on rug and scam protection to provide a substantial coun-
terforce in response to the global crypto regulations. In doing so, 
we aim to benefit the entire crypto space as we embark on this 
journey. 

SAFEONE PRIVATE POS BLOCKCHAIN 
 
Safeone Blockchain aims to be a cutting-edge dual-state block-

SAFEONE PRIVATE POS BLOCKCHAIN 
 
Safeone Blockchain aims to be a cutting-edge dual-state block-Safeone Blockchain aims to be a cutting-edge dual-state block-
chain system featuring vetted project onboarding and tokenized 
insurance for risk claims. It will not only facilitate token trading 
but also provide a platform for deploying software applications. 
We envision a broader spectrum of blockchain use compared to 
what is currently prevalent. 
 
The consensus mechanism will be proof of stake, and the deploy-
ment of contracts will only be possible with special burnable 
NFTs. Projects and developers will undergo a state-of-the-art 
vetting process with detailed parameters set
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HOW DOES THE PROCESS OPERATE?
AN EXAMPLE USING A 1BNB PURCHASE: 

1. An investor acquires SAFO-Bills valued at 1BNB through the 
farming/staking dApp. 

2.2. The 1BNB is evenly split: 0.5BNB is employed to acquire SAFO 
from the contract, while the other 0.5BNB is utilized with the 
purchased tokens to generate SAFO-WBNB LP tokens. 

3. SAFO-Bills are automatically 'staked' (internally, within the 
contract), instantly triggering staking rewards for the investor. 

4. Investors can claim their staking rewards at any point during 
the farming period. 

5. 5. SAFO-Bills remain locked for the entire farming duration. At 
the farming's conclusion, investors can unstake to redeem their 
SAFO-Bills, receiving their initial 0.5BNB and the tokens ob-
tained with the other 0.5BNB. 

ADDITIONAL CONTRACT FEATURES: 
 
- The contract accumulates BNB from SAFO-Bills sales, which 
the team can withdraw at their discretion. 

- The contract collects standard 'yield farming' trading fees 
earned through LP tokens, which the team can access upon the 
farming's conclusion. 

- Users have the option to execute an 'emergency unstake' - Users have the option to execute an 'emergency unstake' 
before the farming concludes, albeit incurring a percentage fee 
on their SAFO-Bills.
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ADVANTAGES: 
 

- Generates revenue for the team, offering versatility for market-
ing, buybacks, burns, giveaways, and more. 

- Injects substantial liquidity into the SAFO-WBNB liquidity pool, 
benefiting the entire community. 

- Permits customization of the early unstake fee. - Permits customization of the early unstake fee. 

- Extends this feature to partner tokens on your dApp. 

- Empowers the inclusion of additional tokens within the con-
tract to enhance APR and SAFO-Bills sales

- LP pledges are consistently returned to investors without expo-
sure to impermanent loss. The project itself bears the risk, with 
emergency destake values included. 

- In the event of LP token benefits, the project accrues additional 
revenue. 

DISADVANTAGES: 
 
- Some users may question the impact on token prices, as tokens - Some users may question the impact on token prices, as tokens 
are not procured on the open market. However, this approach 
bolsters the liquidity pool and mitigates price fluctuations re-
sulting from selling pressure.Additional Benefits: 
 
- Streamlines farming with BNB, requiring just a single click for 
user convenience. 

- Boosts LP creation. - Boosts LP creation. 

- Offers higher yield potential. 

- Fosters positive price trends 

- Provides the option to lock LP tokens for the farming duration 
(with customizable durations). 
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- Generates substantial project revenues. 

- Ensures sustainability across short, and long-term horizons.

SAFEONE ISPO 

ISPO stands for "Initial Staking Pool Offering." It's a fundraising ISPO stands for "Initial Staking Pool Offering." It's a fundraising 
mechanism commonly used in the cryptocurrency and block-
chain space. In an ISPO, a blockchain project or cryptocurrency 
platform allows users to stake their tokens or coins in a specific 
staking pool in exchange for rewards and a chance to participate 
in the project's initial token sale or fundraising event. 

Participants in an ISPO typically lock up their tokens for a prede-Participants in an ISPO typically lock up their tokens for a prede-
termined period, and in return, they receive rewards in the form 
of additional tokens. These rewards can vary in nature but often 
include the project's native tokens or other benefits. 
 
The ISPO model is a way for blockchain projects to distribute The ISPO model is a way for blockchain projects to distribute 
their tokens while also incentivizing and involving their commu-
nity of token holders in the early stages of the project. It com-
bines elements of staking and fundraising, providing benefits to 
both the project and its supporters. 

"Safeone aims to provide a secure and unmatched fundraising 
tool for the entire EVM (Ethereum Virtual Machine) industry. We 
will offer this service to selected EVM chains and partner with 
various blockchain projects to extend this secure fundraising op-
portunity to as many communities and projects as possible." 

SAFEONE WALLET 
 
SafeOne Wallet is the official SAFO crypto wallet and serves as 
the primary tool, effectively acting as a remote control for the 
SafeOne Blockchain. With SafeOne Wallet, you can securely 
send, receive, and store Bitcoin, along with a wide range of other 
cryptocurrencies and digital assets. In addition, you will be able 
to integrate SAFO Wallet easily through simple RPC integration 
with most Blockchains in the crypto space. It will serve as the 
central hub for all SafeOne Blockchain functions, including the 
SafeOne validator program, SafeOne stake on-chain, SafeOne 
Bridge, SafeOne Bots, and many more. 
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SAFEONE INSURANCE 
 
SafeOne Chain will provide various insurance policies designed SafeOne Chain will provide various insurance policies designed 
to safeguard against any type of scam or rug incident on the 
SafeOne Blockchain. In the event of an exploit, all invested funds 
up to the maximum insurance limit will be refunded. Once the 
policy is paid out or the validity of the NFT expires, the NFT will 
be permanently removed (burned). Expired and unused NFTs can 
be exchanged for new and valid ones, with a cost equivalent to 
just 25% of your initial purchase price. 

SAFEONE DIGITAL "NON KYC" DEBIT CARD 

With the SafeOne digital debit card, you can make purchases of With the SafeOne digital debit card, you can make purchases of 
up to $10,000 daily or $150,000 monthly worldwide without re-
quiring any KYC (Know Your Customer) verification. You'll have 
the ability to use $SAFO or select coins to fund your debit card 
with cryptocurrency and make purchases of products and ser-
vices without the need for prior KYC verification, no matter 
where you are in the world. 

SAFEONE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS & FIAT ONRAMP SAFEONE PAYMENT SOLUTIONS & FIAT ONRAMP 

SafeOne Chain's onramp payment solution provides the easiest SafeOne Chain's onramp payment solution provides the easiest 
method for non-crypto users to purchase $SAFO tokens without 
the need to first buy the mother chain's token on centralized ex-
changes (CEXs) and then trade on a decentralized exchange. 
Through our payment solutions, you can directly purchase 
$SAFO tokens with a credit card on our website, and they will be 
sent straight to your wallet. It's now easier than ever before and 
accessible to everyone. Additionally, SafeOne Chain offers a vari-
ety of unconventional payment solutions through various part-
nerships. Explore these options and use $SAFO just like regular 
fiat currency. 
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LAUNCHPAD WITH SAFO OTC FARM - THE ULTIMATE IN SAFETY 
AND CONTROL! 

 
 
- Your funds are never accessible from the project site. 

- In case of a rug, investors' funds are safeguarded within our 
contract, minimizing losses. 

- We prioritize security with in-house or audited contracts. - We prioritize security with in-house or audited contracts. 

- A new era of project governance is born, where LP owners have 
a say, reducing the risk of rug pulls and fraud. 

ONE CAVEAT: LIQUIDITY MANAGEMENT IS KEY 
 
To ensure the sustainability of the LP, adherence to the project To ensure the sustainability of the LP, adherence to the project 
plan is crucial. This includes adding LP and integrating it into 
the contract, as well as partnering with additional LP providers 
when needed. 
 
In summary, Safo Launch Pad, SAFO-Bills, represent the next In summary, Safo Launch Pad, SAFO-Bills, represent the next 
generation of launchpads. They bring safety, flexibility, and com-
munity ownership to crypto projects, setting a new standard in 
the industry. Invest in the future with Safo! 

SAFEONE BLOCKCHAIN VALIDATION 

Proof of Stake (PoS) validation is a consensus mechanism used in Proof of Stake (PoS) validation is a consensus mechanism used in 
blockchain networks to validate and secure transactions and to 
create new blocks in the blockchain. Here's how PoS validation 
works: 

1. Staking:1. Staking: In a PoS system, validators (also called "stakers") are 
chosen to create new blocks and validate transactions based on 
the number of cryptocurrency tokens they hold and are willing 
to "stake" or lock up as collateral. The more tokens someone 
stakes, the higher the chance they have of being selected as a 
validator. 
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2. Selection: Validators are chosen to create new blocks in a de-
terministic manner, often based on a combination of factors like 
the number of tokens staked, the age of the staked tokens (coin 
age), and a randomization process. This selection process is de-
signed to be fair and reduce the potential for centralization. 

3. Block Validation: When selected, validators create new blocks 
and validate transactions. They are responsible for verifying the 
legitimacy of transactions and ensuring that they follow the net-
work's rules. 

4. Rewards: Validators receive rewards in the form of transaction 
fees and newly minted cryptocurrency tokens for their work. 
These rewards are typically distributed among validators based 
on their level of participation and the number of tokens they 
have staked. 

5. Penalties:5. Penalties: Validators may also face penalties if they act mali-
ciously or fail to validate transactions correctly. These penalties 
can include the loss of some or all of their staked tokens. 

6. Security: PoS is considered more energy-efficient compared to 
Proof of Work (PoW), another consensus mechanism used in 
blockchain networks like Bitcoin. It is also seen as a way to 
reduce the risk of centralization because it doesn't require the 
massive computational power that PoW does. 

In summary, PoS validation is a consensus mechanism that relies In summary, PoS validation is a consensus mechanism that relies 
on validators who hold and stake cryptocurrency tokens to 
secure the network and validate transactions. Validators are re-
warded for their participation and can face penalties for mali-
cious behavior, making PoS a more energy-efficient and poten-
tially more decentralized alternative to PoW. 
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SAFEONE AI TRADING 
 
Safeone is developing a state-of-the-art AI trading system with Safeone is developing a state-of-the-art AI trading system with 
the aim of maximizing both project and investor funds. This AI 
system is connected to a traditional trading platform and assess-
es information from various sources on the internet in real-time. 
It actively monitors live events as news is released, tracks influ-
encer posts, analyzes community behavior, gauges overall 
market sentiments, and considers many other aspects. This is a 
big data analysis system that processes numerous parameters 
within seconds, utilizing data from across the internet. Its prima-
ry goal is to execute safe trades while simultaneously optimizing 
trading profits. It can be employed for both decentralized (DEX) 
and centralized (CEX) exchanges, promising maximum profits for 
users. This represents the next generation of trading, and Safe-
one aims to lead the way in this field. 

SAFEONE BOTS 
 
Safeone Chain will create an array of trading bots designed for 

SAFEONE BOTS 
 
Safeone Chain will create an array of trading bots designed for Safeone Chain will create an array of trading bots designed for 
various trading strategies such as market making, arbitrage, 
volume generation, and more. These bots are designed to be safe 
and secure, making them accessible even to individuals who are 
not well-versed in crypto trading. The primary objective is to 
assist projects and investors in maximizing their profits while 
providing the necessary on-chain infrastructure. 

BENEFITS OF HOLDING SAFO FOR THE MID- TO LONG-TERM: BENEFITS OF HOLDING SAFO FOR THE MID- TO LONG-TERM: 

- Join our VIP group and actively participate in shaping the Safe-
One chain and its products. Many incentives await, in addition to 
having a say in the project's direction and contributing to SAFO's 
development. You'll enjoy guaranteed discounts on offers, access 
to NFTs, and more. 

- There's a significant opportunity to become a validator with a 
minimal investment in the early stages. Expected profits once 
the validator program begins are substantial and stable, thanks 
to our unique validator concept. Be aware that only a limited 
number of seats are available, so early birds have a clear advan-
tage. To become a validator in the future, you must first become 
a VIP member. 
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-Our token will be utilized as a means of payment for external 
services across various web2/3 applications, granting exclusive 
access through the use of our token/coin. Partnerships for these 
purposes are in the planning stage and will be pursued in due 
course. This strategy is expected to significantly boost the to-
ken's value as a digital currency, making it a highly sought-after 
asset with substantial intrinsic worth. 

- OTCfarm investors typically enjoy impressive profits due to the - OTCfarm investors typically enjoy impressive profits due to the 
attached staking system. Those who invest early earn higher 
staking profits from the associated staking pools. You can poten-
tially receive up to a 50% increase in your invested holdings 
throughout the entire OTCfarm duration. You can use these prof-
its to purchase NFTs and assist in reducing the token supply 
through our burn mechanics. NFTs also generate extra revenues 
in stable coins from your SAFO holdings. For example, our APR+ 
NFTs function as an APR multiplier. Additionally, lifetime insur-
ance NFTs gain value over time and offer increased insurance 
claims. They started at one BNB in price and provided a $500 
policy; now they are valued at 2 BNB with a $1000 policy and will 
be further updated to approximately 10 BNB with a $7500 policy 
once the blockchain goes live. 

- Launchpad investors earn from their initial investment through - Launchpad investors earn from their initial investment through 
the associated staking system, similar to OTCfarms. Further-
more, we carefully vet every project accepted on the SAFO pad to 
maximize your token profits. 

- Our referral systems across most of our dApps allow you to earn - Our referral systems across most of our dApps allow you to earn 
with us and through your own efforts, even if you aren't a SAFO 
investor initially. All you need to do is connect your wallet, create 
a referral link, and share it with anyone you believe would be in-
terested in our products or presales. 

- Earn commissions in our affiliate program by promoting our 
services and attracting clients to SAFO. 

- Regular buyback and burn events automatically increase the - Regular buyback and burn events automatically increase the 
token value over time for long-term investors. 
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- Liquidity is enhanced through tax mechanisms, making your 
trades safer and more valuable. 

- And there are many more benefits to come. Community involve-
ment is vital to us, and we aim to have you actively engaged in 
our daily operations and earnings. Most of our project revenues 
are reinvested in the community and token charts to make your 
holdings increasingly rare and profitable over time. 
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